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1. What is the maximum number of staple jobs accepted, within one job request, by the Stapler/Stacker Output Bins?
   A. 10
   B. 30
   C. 50
   D. 100
   **Answer:** B

2. What advantages do the CM6040f/30f bundles have over the base models? (Select two.)
   A. The f bundles have more RAM.
   B. The f bundles have an analog fax.
   C. The f bundles have a color display.
   D. The f bundles have two extra input trays.
   **Answer:** B, E

3. Which CP6015 Series printer includes a hard drive?
   A. CP6015x
   B. CP6015xh
   C. CP6015dn
   D. CP6015de
   **Answer:** B